
Sub-mm and mm observations allow us to directly study the disk interior (that is optically thin at these 
wavelengths), where most of the dust mass resides. Theoretical dust evolution models predict that large grains 
settle in the disk midplane and drift radially, whereas small grains - more coupled to the gas - are expected to 
be vertically mixed by turbulence and dragged outwards following the viscous spreading of the evolving disk. 


From the dust size distributions predicted by the models we can derive dust surface density distributions that 
we can directly compare with the observations. 

We report the results obtained for the protoplanetary disk AS209 (L★ = 1.5L☉T★ = 4250 K, M★ = 0.9M☉) 
that has already been studied by Perez et al. 2012 and we used as benchmark for our tool.


4. Results

The strongest evidence of grain growth is the flattening of the 
spectrum at (sub-)mm wavelengths due to the weaker 
dependence of dust opacity on dust grain size. For a dust size 
distribution 

	 	 	 (1)


where 𝒶 is the dust size, the dust opacity at mm wavelengths 

is well approximated by a power law:

	 	 	 (2)


where the value of 𝛽 depends on the dust chemical 
composition, the porosity and to amax . For ISM sub-micron 
particles 𝛽 ≈ 1.7, whereas β < 1 for dust with amax ≈1 mm.
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Abstract
The growth of solids from micron-size particles to planetesimals is a critical stage in the formation of planetary systems. Observations at millimetre and submillimetre wavelengths allow us to probe the solids on the disk midplane 
where the bulk of the material is located and where planets are expected to form. The distribution of grain sizes in different regions of the disk is a powerful probe of the physical mechanisms related to grain growth and ultimately 
on how solids can overcome the various growth barriers on the way to form planetesimals and planetary cores. The upgraded VLA and, especially, the ALMA observatories provide new powerful tools to resolve grain growth in 
disks, but they also provide huge datasets that require new and more efficient methods of data analysis. I will present a novel approach to extract the dust properties in disks that I have developed and will show the preliminary 
results of applying this method to young protoplanetary disks.
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Fig. 1.— Illustration of the structure, grain evolution processes and observational constraints for protoplanetary disks. On
the left side we show the main grain transport and collision mechanism properties. The different lengths of the arrows
illustrate the different velocities of the different grains. On the right hand side, we show the areas of the disk that can
be probed by the various techniques. The axis shows the logaritmic radial distance from the central star. The horizontal
bars show the highest angular resolutions (left edge of the bars) that can be achieved with a set of upcoming facilities and
instruments for at the typical distance of the nearest star forming regions.

of the disk could be in this regime, and the transition into the
Stokes drag regime might be important for trapping of dust
particles and the formation of planetesimals (e.g., Birnstiel
et al., 2010a; Laibe et al., 2012). For the observable par-
ticles discussed in this chapter, however, the particles can
always be assumed to be smaller than the mean free path
and are thus in the Epstein regime. An often used quantity
is the stopping time, or friction time, which is the charac-
teristic time scale for the acceleration or deceleration of the
dust particles ⌧

s

= mv/F , where m and v are the particle
mass and velocity, and F is the drag force. Even more useful
is the concept of the Stokes number, which in this context
is defined as

St = ⌦

K

⌧
s

, (1)

a dimensionless number, which relates the stopping time
to the orbital period ⌦

K

. The concept of the Stokes num-
ber is useful because particles of different shapes, sizes, or
composition, or in a different environment behave aerody-
namically identical if they have the same Stokes number.

2.1.2. Radial drift

The simple concept of drag force leads to important im-
plications, the first of which, radial drift, was realized by
Weidenschilling (1977): an orbiting parcel of gas is in a
force balance between gravitational, centrifugal, and pres-

sure forces. The pressure gradient is generally pointing
outward because densities and temperatures are higher in
the inner disk. This additional pressure support results is a
slightly sub-Keplerian orbital velocity for the gas. In con-
trast, a freely orbiting dust particle feels only centrifugal
forces and gravity, and should therefore be in a Keplerian
orbit. The slight velocity difference between gas and an
embedded dust particle thus constitutes a head-wind, de-
celerating the dust particle, which consequently spirals to-
wards smaller radii. While this velocity difference is only a
small fraction of the total orbital velocity (a few per mille),
but, for St⇠1 particles, can reach in absolute terms values
of the order of 50 m s�1. The resulting maximum inward
drift velocity turns out to be the same value, meaning that
particles of different sizes acquire very different radial ve-
locities and that, at any given radius, dust of the right size
may be quickly moved towards the central star.

Nakagawa et al. (1986) investigated the equations of
motion for arbitrary gas to dust ratios. For the fiducial
value of 100 by mass, gas is dynamically dominating and
the classical results of Weidenschilling (1977) are recov-
ered, however for a decreasing ratio, the drag that the dust
exerts on the gas becomes more important, and eventually
may be reversed: dust would not drift inward and gas would
be pushed outward instead. Much lower gas-to-dust ratios,
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2. Evidence of grain growth

3. Investigating radial variation of dust grain size: the fitting procedure

1. Introduction

The dust size distribution in 
protoplanetary disks is an excellent 
probe to understand the effects and the 
relative importance of the many 
physical mechanisms that are involved 
in the formation of planetesimals  
(Testi et al. 2014).


As shown in Fig. 1, the size of dust 
particles is the result of several 
competing effects of growth (e.g. 
particle sticking, mass transfer, vertical 
settling) and fragmentation (e.g. 
turbulence, collisions).

Fig. 1 Sketch view of a protoplanetary disk. On the left, the 
physical mechanisms that determine the dust size 
distribution; on the right the different regions probed by 
observations at different wavelengths. From Testi et al. 2014.

Assuming that the disk midplane is optically thin at the mm-wavelength, 

and Rayleigh-Jeans regime holds, the spectrum of the disk emission results:

          


In Fig. 2 we see the spectral index 𝛂 measured between 1mm and 3mm against the flux at 1mm for several star-
forming regions (Andrews and Williams, 2007, Ricci et al. 2010): almost all the disks show a small spectral index 
𝛂≈2 that might thus be a signature of the presence of dust particles larger than 1mm. Since the same spectral 
index can be given also by a (much smaller) optically thick disk, we need spatially resolved (sub-)mm multi-
wavelength observations to disentangle this degeneracy. 

decreases with decreasing disk mass. In many cases the
studies included a detailed analysis of the possible contri-
bution of the gas emission at long wavelengths and enough
resolution to confirm that the disks are mostly optically thin
and, for the large part, followed the methodology described
in § 8.1 to derive the level of grain growth.

Following the method laid out by Ricci et al. (2010b),
we have selected a subsample of all the published measure-
ments of the 1.1–3 mm spectral index for disks surrounding
single stars (or wide separation binaries) of spectral type
from K and early M. The measured spectral indices are plot-
ted in Fig. 5 against the flux measured at 1.1 mm (scaled at
a common distance of 140 pc). The flux is roughly propor-
tional to the total dust mass in the disk (assuming similar
dust properties in all disks).

The main results of these surveys is that the dust in the
outer disk regions appears to have grown to sizes of at least
⇠ 1 mm for the vast majority of the disks. Within the rel-
atively small samples investigated so far, the distribution
of spectral indices is consistent with being the same for
nearly all the regions probed so far. The general picture
that is emerging from this comparison is that dust appears
to quickly grow to large sizes, but then it needs to be re-
tained in the disk for a relatively long time and comparable
with the disk lifetimes. The only region where there may
be a hint for possibly different distribution of spectral index
values is Chamaeleon, where Ubach et al. (2012) derived
a range of � values between 0.9 and 1.8 for 8 disks. As
Chamaeleon is among the oldest regions in the sample (al-
beit still young with an estimated median age of ⇠ 2 Ma
Luhman, 2007). It is possible that the different calues of ↵
in Chamaeleon could be an indication for a time evolution
of the grain size distribution, with a loss of mm/cm sized
pebbles relative to smaller grains. This suggestion will be
tested when statistically significant samples in younger and
older star forming regions are observed with ALMA.

Following Birnstiel et al. (2010b) and Pinilla et al.
(2012b), we show in Fig. 5 the prediction of global grain
evolution models in disks. Birnstiel et al. (2010b) found
that the measured 1.1–3 mm spectral indices can be well
reproduced by models with reasonable values for parame-
ters regulating grain fragmentation, gas turbulence and disk
structure. However, these models are able to explain only
the upper envelope of the measured fluxes (i.e. the most
massive disks in the sample). There is a large population
of disks that are difficult to reconcile with the model predi-
tions: those with low millimeter flux and low spectral index
(low-mass disks containing a substantial amount of large
grains). This discrepancy cannot be solved by simply re-
ducing the mass of the disk models, as disks with lower
surface densities would hardly grow grains (Birnstiel et al.,
2010b).

Pinilla et al. (2012b) investigated the effect of time evo-
lution on these modeling results, finding that while the ra-
dial drift process would progressively reduce the disk mass,

Fig. 5.— Top: Spectral index between 1.1 and 3 mm plotted
against the flux at 1.1 mm (scaled for a common distance of
140 pc) for disks around single stars (or wide binaries) with
spectral types early M to K in nearby star forming regions.
Bottom: The grey area illustrate the range of predictions for
global dust evolution models without radial drift (Birnstiel
et al., 2010b), the two arrows illustrate the evolutionary tra-
jectories in the first few million years as predicted by the
global models including the effect of radial drift (solid line)
and including pressure traps in the gas distribution to slow
the rate of drift (dashed line, Pinilla et al., 2012b).

17Bayesian Fitting Tool

FFT

Synthetic visibilities

per each wavelength, computes the 
visibilities in the (u,v) plane, sampled at 
the P.A. (fixed)

Comparison with observed data

Fig. 3  Sketch of 
the fitting tool.

Different approaches have been used so far to study the radial variation of the 
dust size distribution from spatially resolved interferometric observations at 
(sub-)mm wavelengths. 


Isella et al. 2010 assumed a dust size distribution n(a) constant throughout the 
disk and compared the surface brightness distribution predicted by the 2layer 
disk model (Chiang & Goldreich 1997, Dullemond et a 2001) with the 
observations, fitting each wavelength separately and finding different opacity 
𝜏=𝜅𝛴 profiles for different wavelengths. Then, provided that the disk gas surface 
density 𝛴 is unique, they were able to explain the discrepancy found in the 
opacity allowing a radial variation of 𝛽, and thus inferred the radial variation of 
the dust grain size. With similar approach, Guilloteau et al. 2011 adopted a 
simple parametrization for 𝛽 and found that dust models with 𝛽(R) increasing 
with the disk radius better fit dual-frequency observations rather than assuming 
a constant 𝛽 index. 


More recently Perez et al. 2012, that adopted the same technique of Isella et al. 
2010, took advantage of the much wider range of wavelengths that the 
renewed EVLA allows and obtained stronger evidence for grain growth in the 
AS209 disk using observations from 0.8mm up to 1cm. 


Our work stems from the promising results of Banzatti et al. 2011 and Trotta et 
al. 2013 who refined this analysis by directly fitting the dust size distribution 
(from which the dust opacity is consistently computed with the Mie Theory) and 
found evidence of grain growth in the CQ Tau disk.

We have developed a bayesian fitting tool (Fig. 3) to constrain 
the dust size distribution by fitting simultaneously (sub-)mm 
observations at several wavelengths with a single self-
consistent disk model.  
We adopt a 2layer disk model to compute the disk structure 
and for the gas surface density we assume an exponentially 
tapered power-law profile, typical of the viscous self-similar 
evolution of protoplanetary disks (Hartmann et al. 1998), that is 
defined by 3 parameters: 

• RT, the radius where the radial velocity changes sign, 

• 𝛴T, the surface density at RT;

• 𝛾, the power-law index. 


The dust opacity is computed with the Mie Theory given a dust 
size distribution, that we assume to be that in Eq. (1), with the 
difference that amax is not constant but can vary as:

	 	  

 	 	 	 (3)


Thus the model has 5 parameters (RT, 𝛴T, 𝛾, 𝒶0max, bmax) that we 
constrain with a bayesian fit using several Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC). The 𝜒2 is computed by comparing the 
observed visibilities with the synthetic visibilities (that are 
computed from the model image through a Fourier Transform).

Disk model 
computes disk emission at each 
wavelength given:

+ inclination as fixed parameter

computes the total      , i.e.the 
posterior probability distribution:

χ

Affine-invariant 
Markov Chain 
Monte Carlo 
samples the 
posterior 
probability 
distribution 
minimizing the     .

We use the

emcee Python 
package 
(Foreman-Mackey 
et al. 2013)

χ

In Fig. 4 we report the posterior likelihood for the 5 parameters: we plot the marginalized distributions 
(1D histograms) and the bivariate distributions (2D) that show the correlations between the parameters.

The advantage of using the emcee 
package, and thus the affine-
invariant MCMC method proposed 
by Goodman & Weare, 2010, rather 
than a single Monte Carlo chain is 
that emcee samples the space of 
parameters with many walkers at 
the same time (here we used 100 
walkers, but the number can be as 
large as the computing time remains 
reasonable). These walkers are not 
completely independent, but 
“collaborate” to find the absolute 
probability maximum. 


In fact, these multi-walker chain is 
less prone to get stuck in local 
maxima and by definition do not 
require to be manually restarted from 
different initial positions to obtain an 
independent sampling of the 
posterior probability.Fig. 4 Results of the MCMC after 2200 steps, with 100 walkers.

Fig. 5 Comparison between the normalized real and imaginary 
part of the synthetic visibilities (solid lines) and the observed 
visibilities (filled dots) at different wavelengths. The decline in the 
real part of the flux for increasing baselines ensures that the disk 
has been spatially resolved.


The imaginary part of the synthetic visibilities is by definition zero 
due to the fact that the 2layer disk model is axisymmetric.


The fact that the longer wavelengths (8.00 and 9.83mm, observed 
with the EVLA) decline more slowly than the shorter wavelengths 
(0.88mm and 2.80 observed respectively with SMA and CARMA), 
is a signature that the long-wavelength emission comes from a 
more compact region.

Fig. 6 Dust grain size distribution given by the fit results in Fig. 4. 
The solid blue curves are amax(R) for the 50% of the models. The red 
curve is the best-fit solution of Perez et al. 2012. The most evident 
feature is that the dust is found to decrease with increasing 
radius in both cases, as expected from dust evolution models.


In the region within the first 40 AU the agreement is not so good as 
in the outer parts due to the fact that the highest spatial resolution 
of the observations is around 30 AU, and therefore the uncertainties 
are much larger. 


We are now modeling the size distribution as a simple power law (3) 
that has a smooth profile, but in the next future we will adopt more 
realistic distributions obtained by dust theoretical models.

Fig. 2  Spectral index vs Flux at 1mm.

From Testi et al . 2014, PPVI Review

q=3.5


